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ITTLE will be found on record about The Pool, the
natural haven of Liverpool, now long reclaimed
from the river Mersey, within the shores of which the'
bulk of the local shipping must have been constructed
in medieval times. Until the end of the seventeenth
century, this Pool was the outstanding geographical
feature of the place. It was a tidal inlet or creek, fed
by streams from the north, and gradually narrowing
from its mouth, up which the waters of the Mersey ran
at high water inland for nearly a mile. Its extent and
area can best be grasped by reference to the plans here
reproduced and in particular the modern Ordnance sheet
upon which the ancient outline of the Pool has been laid
down. 1 From this it will be seen that there was an
upper and a lower pool, the latter being in the nature
of a small bay of the river.
The whole of the Pool water-area, consisting of upwards of fifty statute acres, was more than two hundred
years ago gradually reclaimed from the sea by the corporation and its lessees and now constitutes a very
valuable portion of the city's property.
Etymologists are not agreed on the exact derivation
of the place-name " Liverpool," beyond that it is probably of Scandinavian origin. But whatever may be the
significance of the first two syllables, there can be no
reasonable doubt that the termination of the name refers
to the Pool. This, from the earliest times, must have
afforded a safe if shallow harbour, and good anchorage for
the small boats of those days, and would be likely to form
the basis of the name for a fishing settlement made there.
1 See plan in pocket at end of volume, and p. 106.
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The natural advantages offered for the establishment
of a port-town by the Pool will have been one of the
reasons for the proposals made by King John in his offer
of 1207 to give all new settlers in Liverpool the privileges
of traders in a free borough upon the sea, and it would
be there that such few small vessels as traded from the
town will have been built, and deposited and loaded their
cargoes. But for lack of records, we can say nothing
about the Pool in medieval times.
Camden, in his Britannia of 1586, gives the current
view about the origin of the place-name " Litherpole "
or " Lirpole," which, he says, was derived " a diffusa
paludis in modum aqua, ut opinio est," translated by
his later editor Gough as, " from a water extended like
a pool, according to the common opinion."
The records of the town, which now begin, tell us of
the construction in 1561 of a new " haven," made by
turning the fresh water into it out of the old Pool.
Possibly this was effected at its mouth by means of the
sluices, of which we seem first to hear in 1635. These
perhaps held up the fresh water at low tide, prevented
the inrush of sea water from the river, and kept the
lower Pool scoured and deep enough for small-drafted
vessels to anchor safely, and to sail in and out of a
primitive and open haven at high tide.
At the time of the Civil War, as in earlier days, the
Pool constituted a natural defence to the town on its
eastern side, and batteries were then erected along the
higher grounds to command the fords and ferry.
From 1564 1 we hear of the Town's-End Bridge across
the head of the Pool, a stone bridge over which, from
the bottom of Dale Street, the Prescot road was reached.
This was for long the only bridge. Elsewhere boats were
1 See Twemlow, Liverpool Town Books, vol. I (1550-1571), and for later
entries, the MS. Town Books. Professor Twemlow kindly arranged for me
to see transcripts of the as yet unprinted matter.
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the means of crossing the Pool to the great heath and
park of Toxteth. A ferry came into operation at the
point where Lord Street and Church Street now meet,
where the Pool was some sixty to seventy yards wide.
In 1635 the town ordered the construction of another
bridge, " where the sluices were," and a quay and harbour there for the succour of shipping. This " Pool
Bridge " was in decay in 1657 and 1662, when the way1
to it was ordered to be amended and the inhabitants of
Toxteth Park (whose convenience was served by a bridge
over the south end of the Pool) were desired to assist
in the work with their teams and servants. The exact
site of it is not certain, but it was probably a wooden
bridge somewhere near where King and Atherton Streets
were afterwards made. Battlements for the protection
of those using this bridge at night were ordered in 1679.
Sir Edward Moore of Bankhall, in his well-known
Rental of 1667-8, refers to the Pool when pointing out
the importance to the town of keeping open the stream
which ran down to the head of the Pool from the Mosslake fields.
" If ever the Pool be cut navigable, of necessity all such cuts
wherein ships are to ride must either have a considerable fresh
stream to run continually through it or it will quicklv wrick up,
or else there must be convenient places for raising great dams
of water to let out with floodgates when necessity requires for
cleansing of the channel ; and truly God and nature hath made
all the places between the Pool and the stone plate 1 so convenient for raising excessive great dams, and that so convenient
"out of the way, to the prejudice of none, and then, to supply
these dams, so great a fresh from off the Mosslake, that, though
my eyes may never see it, yet I am confident that God Almighty
which makes nothing in vain, hath ordained this to be the greatest
good for this town. Therefore I hope the town will never lose
the advantage of the water coming that way ; for if they do,
all they are worth cannot procure a stream to cleanse the Pool
as above said."
1 Carrying the Prescot road over this stream.
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Sir Edward Moore owned several closes of land bordering on the west side of the Pool and at the foot of Pool
Lane, and pointed out to his son their great prospective
value, for, he wrote :
" If the Pool be made navigable, the shipping must lie all
along these closes and the trade will be all in them from the
whole town. You may have building here worth far more than
twenty thousand pounds, if God send peace and prosper trade." r

But the Pool was filled up and the natural harbour
of Liverpool destroyed not many years later.
A proposal in 1669 2 by Lord Molyneux, the lord of
Liverpool, who owned the Castle Hey (through which
" Lord " Street was afterwards cut) to build a bridge at
the foot of his fields to take the place of the ferry over
the Pool, alarmed the burgesses, who feared for their
rights over the common and waste land on the other
side. The litigation 3 which followed was compromised
in 1671 by arrangements which ultimately affected the
whole area of the Pool. In return for liberty to build
a bridge from Liverpool Heath over the Pool to his new
street in Castle Hey, Lord Molyneux agreed to maintain
the bridge and pay twopence a year rent, and further
to lease for 1,000 years to the town nearly all his privileges as lord of the borough. This lease (the reversion
of which was bought up in 1777) placed the town in
virtual possession of many valuable rights, including the
control of the foreshores of the Pool (often referred to as
" the waste ") and the receipt of the dues paid by shipping
for keel-toll and anchorage. The lease also covered,
in its general words, pools, waste, marshes, banks, rivers
and water courses within the lordship of Liverpool.
The use of the lower Pool and the Waterside along its
margin for boat and shipbuilding at about this date is
1 Irvine, Liverpool in King Charles II's Time. Sub " Pool " in Index.
2 Touzeau, Rise and Progress of Liverpool, i. 274.
3 A detailed study of this, which could be made from the town books and
the records in P.R.O., would be a useful piece of work.
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illustrated by several references in the town records. 1 In
1674 a survey of the town's waste at the Waterside was
ordered on the application of Roger James, a shipbuilder.
In 1683 Thomas Webster, ship carpenter, and Alderman
William Williams, were given liberty to build " cabins "
on the waste on the south side of the Pool. A later
petition by Roger James in 1696 was for a piece of
ground 50 yards by 40 yards, where he could make a
dock, with a grab, and a crane to heave up ships ; while
Seth Naylor asked for a place at Pool Lane end to erect
a house with conveniences for building shipping. The
east side of the Pool was the subject of an order of 1686
that no new ship should be set on the stocks there on
penalty of £10, but in 1694 William Chantrell was allowed
to build a vessel at some convenient place on the north
side ; and in 1700 Roger James asked for a strip of
ground 40 yards by 60 where a ship was on the stocks
" over the Pool," to come in line with the ropewalks
there, for the purpose of building houses and ships upon
it. A little later we find an order that all ships to be
laid up or broken up were to be brought by their owners
" over the Pool," to lie there out of the way. In 1690
Thomas Webster's petition to build a small vessel on
the north side of the Pool was granted, provided he
begged the mayor's pardon for his stubborn language.
In 1703 Thomas Hurst, shipwright, applied for a lease
of ground 60 yards long over the Pool next to the Spinning Place, and later asked for a reduction of rent and
liberty to go as far as he liked to the water's edge. His
rent was to be sixpence a yard. In 1706 he was given
a further twenty yards to the sea and was to wall it in.
His rent was raised to eightpence in 1707, and to two
shillings a yard frontage in 1710, and he was to build
his frontage in seven years. This covenant to wall in
or embank was a feature of the leases of the Pool lands
1 Extracted from the as yet imprinted Town Books.
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and was one of the methods by which all this area was
eventually reclaimed for the benefit of the town, and
lost entirely to the builders of shipping. It is, however,
probable that the shallowness of the Pool would never
have permitted the construction of vessels of any considerable size.
When, in 1672, the town obtained the lease from Lord
Molyneux of his rights for 1,000 years, they had already
control and practical ownership of the town's waste
lands and commons, including the Great Heath, on the
eastern side of the Pool. But all the western bank on
the town side belonged to various other persons, including Moore, Cross, Atherton and Lord Derby. At this
date it is clear that the upper Pool was not navigable
to any extent, but was a swampy marshy area, through
which a stream, swollen only in times of heavy rains,
ran down into the river. The Pool itself must have been
practically empty at low water.
Between 1672 and the middle of the eighteenth century,
the Pool disappeared. How and when this happened has
hitherto not been made clear. There are no authentic plans
or maps of the town earlier than 1725 and the Pool does
not appear on those of Chadwick and Eyes of that date.
So completely had the Pool of Liverpool vanished that
there remained to local historians only a vague traditional
knowledge of its situation, and some even doubted its
existence. Enfield, writing in 1773 on the name Liverpool, and basing on Camden, says, " it seems generally
agreed that it took its rise from a body of water formerly
spread there like a pool " J but otherwise tells us nothing
about the Pool. The writer of A General History of
Liverpool (1795), after quoting an old reference to the
Pool from the town records, remarks that " the existence of such creek or pool can no longer be doubted." 2
Troughton (1810) had a more definite statement that the
1 Hist, of Leverpool (1773), p. 3.

2 Op. cit., pp. 12-13.
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Pool extended with the influx of the tide along Paradise
Street and Whitechapel. The former, he says, was formerly called " the Common Sewer" (which indeed it
may have become), and that prior to 1773 part of Whitechapel was planted on each side with a quickset hedge,
the causeway being so bad that stepping-stones were
placed to render it passable for persons on foot. 1
It was not until the year 1829 that the Pool made
its first appearance on a plan of the town. In that year
there appeared, for the first time, in the ninth edition
of the well-known little book The Stranger in Liverpool,
" A Plan of Liverpool and the Pool as they appeared
about the year 1650," Chas. Okill del. This was stated
thereon to have been " Copied from the Original Drawing, as deposited in the Court of the Duchy of Lancaster,
and from other authentic and original documents." This
plan was accompanied by a descriptive sketch of the
Pool and Town in 1650, giving for the first time a valuable account of the Pool and its history, doubtless from
the pen of the draughtsmen of the plan, which is well
known and has often been reproduced. We shall hear
more below of this plan and of the way it was compiled.
The late E. W. Cox, in a paper on the Castle of Liverpool, noticed Okill's published plan of the town and Pool
and boldly stated that there was no such plan among the
Duchy records ; and further, because it did not please
his views about the Castle site, condemned the plan as
useless and misleading. Cox had seen another of Okill's
plans of the Pool to which we shall refer below and
seems to have thought they were contemporary with the
dates of 1650 and 1670 upon them. 2 He was completely
at sea on both points.
1 Hist, of Liverpool, pp. 20 and 151.
2 Trans. Hist. Soc. Lanes. & Ches., 42, 211 (1892). Okill's original plan
was not, as we shall sec, intended for publication but was confined to the
Pool area. The evidence for the details he added to make it into a plan
of the town is given, from his own notes, in Appendix IV to this paper.
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About 1853 the late Augustus Harding made, or had
made, the large-scale model of the town about 1670,
showing the Pool, now in the Public Museum. This is
of great interest and was doubtless largely based on
Okill's plan of 1829. 1
The next plan of the Pool to appear was one alleged
to be of sixteenth-century date. Several versions of it
were published in the years 1861-2 by Adam Bowker,
a Liverpool bookseller. This plan is entitled " Historical
Map of Lyrpole, from a very curious plan, originally in
the possession of Mr. Leland, 1539; with the fortifications as they appeared at the time of the Seige, 1644 ;
copied from the original map by J. Butler 1861," coloured
and uncoloured lithograph, by Philip & Son, Caxton
Buildings [Liverpool]. Published by A. Bowker, 17
Stanley Street, Dale Street [Liverpool], 14 inches by
19 inches. No trace of the existence of this plan before
1861 can be found and, like others who have had to
consider it, I believe it to be a clever concoction, largely
based on Okill's plan of 1829.
In 1899 Mr. W. Fergusson Irvine included the Pool
in an interesting conjectural plan of the medieval town
which he made for his edition of the Moore Rental. 2
The plan was based on careful study of all available
evidence, doubtless including some of the surveys made
by Okill shortly to be mentioned.
In 1907 Mr. Henry Peet found in the parish offices
a tracing of a plan described as " No. 2. Plan of the
Site of the Ancient Pool of Liverpool as disposed of
under leases from the Corporation between the years
1672 and 1730 " by Chas. Okill. Mr. Peet reproduced
this most interesting plan (of which more will be said
below) as an illustration to his book on the rate books
of Liverpool for 1705-8, published in 1908 as Liverpool in
1 It is reproduced here, with the permission of the Libraries, Museums
and Arts Committee of the Liverpool Corporation.
2 Liverpool in King Cfutrles Il's Time (Liverpool, 1899).
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the Reign of Queen Anne ; and described it (not correctly
as we shall see) as having been made to settle disputes
between the corporation and the owners of property
adjacent to the Pool. 1 Mr. Peet paid a well-deserved
tribute to Okill for his skill in producing this plan of the
Pool area by using as a basis the plans on the corporation leases of the various plots, but he was not able to
explain the numbering of the plots on this plan, nor
did he deal with the fact that this plan showed by an
endorsement that it was referred to as an exhibit to an
affidavit sworn by Okill on i4th April 1828.
A copy of a Plan No. i was subsequently also found
at the Parish Offices, and copies of both plans had
evidently been in the office of the City Surveyor ever
since 1828.
Plan No. I (which has never been reproduced) is
entitled " The Ancient Pool of Liverpool as it appeared
previous to or about the year 1670 at high water," by
Chas. Okill; and it was also marked as referred to in
the affidavit of 1828.
In 1907 tracings of the copies of both these plans in
the Parish Offices were made by Mr. Myles Dixon, at
the instance of Mr. Robert Gladstone, and are in the
Athenjeum Library, Liverpool. On comparison with the
copies in the Land Steward's office and in Okill's MS.
volumes of Surveys there, it appeared that none of these
other copies bore the exhibit mark of 1828. This mark
is as follows :
" This is Plan No. (i or 2) referred to in the Affidavit
of Charles Okill, sworn before me this i4th day of April
1828. (Signed) ]. B. Gaunt a Com(missioner) [for
Oaths]."
When examining these two plans in 1930 in connec1 Trims. Hist. Soc. Lanes. & Ckes., 59; App., p. 13 (1908). Copies of Okill's
Plans Nos. i and 2 in the Land Steward's office bear exhibit marks showing
that they were produced and referred to in 1869 in litigation between the
Rev. Augustus Campbell (Rector of Liverpool) and the Corporation.
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tion with the subject of Liverpool shipbuilding, I made
a note of these exhibit marks, and I also recalled the
reference on OkilTs plan published in 1829 to the deposit
of a plan " in the Court of the Duchy of Lancaster."
It thus appeared clear to me, that, for some reason which
remained to be discovered, Okill had made an affidavit
in April 1828 which referred to his two plans of the
Pool, and that they, and probably the affidavit as well,
had been lodged in some depository of the Duchy of
Lancaster.
By reference to the extracts from the town records of
1828 given by Touzeau, 1 I was quickly able to discover
that on 5th March 1828 the mayor reported to the council that he had been served with notice of a claim by the
Duchy to the foreshore of the Mersey in the township of
Toxteth, and the solicitor to the Duchy intimated that
it was intended to extend the claim to the foreshore
within the borough. As the corporation claimed to own
this themselves, the corporation title was submitted to
counsel who reported favourably upon it, and when this
was communicated to the Duchy, the town clerk was
requested to verify his statement by affidavit. The result
was presumably the affidavit referred to on the plans.
On 2nd July 1828, £150 was paid to Okill for his valuable plans and his work in this matter, the important
result of which was the withdrawal by the Duchy of
their claim to the foreshores of the borough. 2 Touzeau
was evidently unaware of the affidavit or of the known
copies of Okill's plans, as he made no reference in his
book either to them or to the statement printed on the
plan published in 1829.
With these facts before me, and as it appeared no copy
1 Rise and Progress of Liverpool, ii, p. 839.
2 See also the Survey made by Edward Eyes in 1828 for the Duchy, printed
in Trans. Hist. Soc. Lanes. & Ches., Vol. xxii, where, at p. 173, is a letter
referring to the decision not to claim the strand within the borough, but
doubting whether the corporation had not wrongfully taken part of the bed
of the river under the idea that it was strand.
H
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of the affidavit could be found in the archives of the
corporation, I was enabled, with the assistance of Sir
Courthope Wilson, Vice-Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, to ask Mr. L. F. Fergusson, the Clerk to the Duchy
Council, whether he could trace, among the Duchy records,
either Okill's affidavit or the plans. Mr. Fergusson most
kindly instituted prolonged searches and, when at first
he reported failure, I endeavoured, also unsuccessfully,
to find the documents among such Duchy records as had
been transferred in 1868 to the Public Record Office.
But Mr. Fergusson later on reported that he had found
not only the original affidavit but also four (not two)
plans exhibited to it. The reason why the documents
had not been found on his first searches was that the
affidavit turned out to be a joint one, by the Town Clerk
of Liverpool, Wm. Statham, as well as by Okill, and was
recorded under the name Statham alone.
I was obligingly supplied with a copy of the affidavit
and given leave to photograph the four plans. The
affidavit which is an important and interesting document,
is printed here in Appendix No. I, and Plans Nos. i,
2 and 3 are reproduced.
The size of Plan No. i is 27 inches x 2oJ inches and
of Plan No. 2 26 inches X igf inches. Their titles have
been already given above. (Plan No. 2 has plots upon
it numbered I to 52, which are references to documents
given in Appendix No. II. Plan No. i has no numbered
plots but Okill's references for this plan are given in
Appendix No. IV.)
Of the two hitherto unnoticed plans, No. 3 1 is entitled
" Plan shewing the inclosures from the Strand of Liverpool between the years 1730 and 1780," and is a valuable continuation of No. 2 to the year 1780, showing
the later leases of the area round the mouth of the lower
1 I afterwards found a copy of this was among the Okill plans in the Land
Steward's office, though r.o one seems to have noticed it.
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Pool. It is about the same size as Nos. I and 2. (It
has plots numbered 53 to 96, the references to which are
given in Appendix No. III.)
Plan No. 4 is very large, 8 feet long. It is entitled
" A Plan of the Liverpool Docks and of the proposed
Docks at the Northern and Southern Extremities of the
present Docks, and of the proposed Alterations of the
Dry Dock, Salthouse Dock and Brunswick Basin, shewing also the Land and Strand given by the Corporation
to the Dock Trustees, the Land and Strand purchased
and proposed to be purchased from the Corporation and
likewise the Land and Strand inclosed by the Trustees
of the Docks at various periods, which have not been
hitherto definitely appropriated to either Estate." The
various areas are differently coloured on the original
plan. As this plan has no bearing upon the history of
the Pool, it has not been reproduced here.1
An explanation of Okill's reference numbers to the plots
on Plans Nos. 2 and 3 was still required and, with the
assistance of Mr. J. D. Palmer, record clerk in the office
of the town clerk of Liverpool, I was fortunate enough
to discover these and others for Plan No. i, in one of
the volumes of Okill's own MS. collections there. They
are printed here in Appendices II, III and IV. The
material was now complete.
The method by which Okill 2 made his Pool plans seems
to have been as follows : He had been for some years
in the service of the corporation, ultimately from 1824
as clerk to the committees, and had devoted all his spare
time to investigating the history of the town and of the
corporation property, so becoming familiar with all the
records. By the year 1822, besides having investigated
the title of the corporation to its properties, he had, in
his own time, made an elaborate survey of the whole
1 A copy of the affidavit has been taken for the town clerk's records, and
my photographs and tracings of the plans will be deposited at the Athemeum
Library, Liverpool.
! See Appendix V for a short account of Okill.
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estate. This he offered to the corporation in a letter to
the mayor in 1823, and a resolution was passed accepting it with thanks and making him a present of 250
guineas. 1 There are two bound copies of this Survey in
the Land Steward's office. It occupies many sheets and
is preceded by an explanation and a small-scale map of
Liverpool in 1821, divided into squares which bear reference numbers to upwards of 30 detailed surveys of these
areas. These surveys, though superseded by later ones,
are still often referred to in connection with the corporation leases.
Okill's Surveys of 1822 were the basis of his work on
the Pool. They show, with great accuracy of measurement and detail, the area formerly covered by the Pool, and
the old high-water mark of the foreshore, and the western
boundary of the Pool between the corporate estate and
that of others is minutely laid down.
It is evident that Okill, in compiling his 1822 surveys,
used the copies of the plans on the corporation leases as
far back as 1669, reduced to a common scale. This gave
him inter alia an accurate outline of the Pool area. In
doing this he will have been greatly assisted, so far as
the western side was concerned, by the " strong and exact
boundary line " between the property of the Corporation
and that of adjoining owners which John Eyes was instructed by the town clerk to show on the great plan of
the corporation estate made by him in 1765, upon which
it is very clearly laid down. 2 Having made these surveys, it was then a simple matter to outline the Pool
as on Plans Nos. i, 2 and 3, and add some further details
of the town for the plan which he made for The Stranger
in Liverpool.
1 A copy of the letter and resolution is in one of the copies of this Survey.
2 The original plan is in the Land Steward's office. A copy is in the Public
Museum and a photograph at the Athenaeum Library. For the instructions
about the boundary line, see my paper on the Eyes' plans in Trans. Hist.
Soc. Lanes. & dies., Vol. 62, pp. 171-2.
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As the way was now made clear for an attempt to
show when and how the Pool was filled up, after carefully
studying Okill's schedules of references and many of the
leases themselves, 1 I took a copy of Okill's Plan No. 2
and roughly coloured 2 it by reference to the dates of
the leases to 1730 revealed by the numbered plots and
schedule. Ignoring some small areas, the colours then
indicated the areas sufficiently reclaimed to be leased
out or appropriated at the following dates ; 1700, 1705,
1710, 1718 and 1730.
1 did not think it necessary to do this for the plots
on Plan No. 2 which shows the areas leased out between
1730 and 1780, as I obtained a definite result from Plan
No. i.
The deductions which I think can be made from these
colours and the schedules are shortly as follows :
By 1700 the swampy areas of meadow above the
Townsend Bridge (between Fontenoy and Byrom Streets),
two-thirds of the eastern side of the Pool (the Haymarket, Frosse Lake and School Lane areas), a small
part of the west side below Lord Molyneux's new bridge
(between Lord and Cable Streets) considerable marshy
lands " over the Pool " (Argyle and Mersey Streets), with
the Strand near Pluckington Point and some below Red
Cross and James Streets ; all these areas were by this
date sufficiently reclaimed from the Pool to be let on
lease or otherwise appropriated.
By 1705 the present Manchester Street area at the
head of the Pool and the Strand near the foot of Pool
Lane were under lease.
By 1710 the Old Dock area had been appropriated,
with a further plot near the Salt house.
By 1718 practically the whole of the remainder of
1 The Lease Registers, with plans, go back to 1669. Before that date
leases must be looked for in the Town Books.
2 The reproduction here given of Plan No. 2 shows ray colouring (not on
the original) to save giving two copies of this Plan.
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the Pool proper, and the land round the Dock, was
let, leaving only odd plots all of which were in lease by
about 1730. (Much additional land next to the river
came under lease by 1780 as shown on Plan No. 2.)
Substantially therefore we may say that the Pool as
such was obliterated before the year 1718 ; and this
deduction is confirmed by the fact, already stated, that
none of it is shown on the plans of the town in 1725.
It is of course probable that reclamation of some parts
of the Pool had taken place before 1672 in one way or
another. There is some evidence that the town was
exercising control over it before that date, perhaps under
its leases of the lordship. In 1589 there were orders
for the cleansing of the water course at the Townsend
Bridge, and, later, for the tenants to make floodgates.
In 1571 John Crosse was given leave to enclose a small
piece of ground below his hall on which to build a stone
wall to protect his property from the full sea waters. 1
In 1572 an order was that a wagonload of gravel for
every ton of shipping should be carried out of the Sea
Lake along by the Quay of the town, and the Sea Lake
there was to be cleansed.
After 1672 the regular records of corporation leases
begin and, in addition to those referred to by Okill in
his references, the following may be noted :
1674. Survey of the waste.
3 March 1679-80. Order for 4 acres to be enclosed and marled
for the use of the poor of the town at the cost of the
Corporation. This land was leased in 1704 to John
Patten, gardener (Patten's Fields). He had to lay out
£80 on buildings thereon. This is one of the earliest
recorded reclamations.
1690. Ric. Bradley and others sought a lease of land adjoining
the Frosse Lake and for leave to sludge the lake.
1 Town Books, op. cit. Mr. F. C. Larkin points out that this land must
have been in the vicinity of the entrance to the Mersey tunnel now being
made in the Old Haymarket.
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Sir C. Moore given leave to make a road from Cable
Street over " the waste."
and 1709. Leases, with right of road, of land between
Cable Street, Thomas Street, Atherton Street and the
Common Shore of the Pool.
There was still left at the mouth of the Pool enough
water space to call for the construction of a bridge
from the bottom of Pool Lane across to a new intended
street (probably Mersey Street) on the other side. Order
for its construction, probably a footbridge of wood, for
£6. But this project was doubtless rendered unnecessary by the enclosures for the new Dock and the surrounding quays, by which the remainder of the Pool
opposite Pool Lane end was occupied in a few years'
time.
The Mersey Street tenants were allowed to wall in from
the sea 100 yards out to the west and many leases of
the lands so reclaimed were granted.
Gravel to be laid on the Common Shore to make the
way passable along it from Lord Street to the Glass
House (in Argyle Street).

As late as 1764 there was an order to fill up the swamp
adjoining Frog Lane. This would be to the east of the
Pool and towards Williamson Square *
It should be remembered that, when the Pool existed
as such, the town only owned or claimed to own the land
or waste on the eastern side. The other side belonged
to private persons. And so it was mainly at first upon
their own side that the town arranged for recoveries of
valuable land to take place. The policy adopted was
apparently that of granting leases, at cheap rentals, of
the Pool lands, coupled, in many cases, either with liberty
to reclaim additional adjoining areas, or with an obligation to do so, effected by means of embankments, drainage
and raising of levels by dumping of soil. The Frosse
1 Mr. Robert Gladstone called my attention to an order of 21 Sept., 1752,
of the Vestry concerning the purchase of " the new ground taken in from
the seashore opposite the houses in Church Alley." He considers this may
refer to a portion of Coopers' shop site in Church Lane. See Peet, Liverpool
Vestry Books, i, 157.
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Lake J (the Whitechapel and Williamson Square area)
and the Kiln Croft were all on the east side. The Frosse
Lake swamp was the subject of another rejected proposal
in 1690 by Wm. Pluckington that he should be allowed
to " slutch it," which may have meant either to fill it in
by dumping soil, or to reclaim it by removing the mud.
While the Pool area was thus being rapidly reclaimed
there still remained the stream flowing through it, the
road alongside which took the name of Frog Lane (Whitechapel) and the Common Shore (or Shore-ditch). Picton
states (I do not know his authority) that about 1690
the upper portion of this stream (near the sites of Fontenoy
and Byrom Streets) was carried underground, and that
after the construction in the lower Pool of the first dock,
the stream was arched over (presumably in a brick culvert), and the line of Whitechapel and Paradise Street
formed. Others have suggested that for a long time the
stream flowed in an open channel confined within a wall
on either side, and this seems to have been so in some
areas at least as late as 1709, when there were abortive
proposals to canalise the stream and make it navigable
along the line of the Common Shore. This, as we have
noticed, had been the fervent hope of Sir Edward Moore
forty years earlier and his Rental foretold great advances
in the value of his estates " if ever the Pool be made
navigable." The name Common Shore was still in use
in 1745 but that of Paradise Street appears by 1739. 2
No one has so far been able to suggest an explanation
for the latter name, but it has been stated that " paradise is a somewhat uncommon term for an enclosure
of meadow land, and, if so, may well have been adopted
as that of the street from the name of an adjacent piece
of reclaimed land. 3
1 " Frosse " or " Frosh " is an old name for a frog.
2 In a lease 12 March, 1739, to Eliz. Litherland. Mr. J. D. Palmer supplied me with this information.
3 See a lengthy correspondence, initiated by me, in N. & Q., 1930 and 1931.
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In 1707 came the scheme for building an enclosed wet
dock. This led to the abandonment of the idea of a
canal, and for the purpose of the dock the Corporation
gave a large piece of land forming the mouth of the Old
Pool at the bottom of Pool Lane (South Castle Street)
where hitherto there had been some shipyards. No satisfactory record exists of the construction of this Dock,
the minute books of the Dock Trustees having been lost
or destroyed. Possibly it was built to some extent by
taking advantage of an open haven, with piers, dry at
low water, which may have been already there. Thomas
Johnson, in one of his letters dated 27th January, 1707-8,
to Richard Norris, reported that he had seen Mr. Serocold, a London surveyor about the wet dock, who was
of opinion that it could easily be made, and that " the
stones in the Castle will save a great deal of money." 1
At this date the town had a lease from the Crown, for
50 years from 5th March, 1704-5, of the soil and site of
the Castle, with liberty to demolish the existing ruins,
and though little demolition can have been done till some
years later, it is possible that some of the stones were
taken to construct walls and quays for the new dock.
Picton states that brick was also used. 2
The exact process by which the Pool was reclaimed is
not recorded. It was a shallow area, there only being
a fall of about 5 feet between the Haymarket and Old
Dock areas. The work must have been accomplished,
as suggested above, by means of drainage, dams, embankments and dumping of soil and rubbish.
At the end of my investigations, I thought it important,
both from the Corporation point of view and that of local
history, to endeavour to get the outline of the Pool
permanently and accurately laid down upon the modern
Ordnance Map. For this purpose I approached the Cor1 Norris Papers (Chetham Sac., ix.), p. 165 (1846).
2 Memorials of Liverpool (1873), i. 640.
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poration Land Steward, Mr. Jenkins, who received my
proposal most sympathetically and, regarding it as important, at once instructed Mr. H. A. Venour, his chief
draughtsman, to do this on the 25-inch scale. Mr. Venour,
using all available material, accomplished a somewhat
difficult and lengthy piece of work by producing a plan
which focuses in a most exact and graphic way the results
of all these investigations. 1 (See plan in pocket.)
It is now possible to appreciate the size of the ancient
Pool, and to give the following dimensions :
Yards.
From the extreme head (near St. Stephen's Church in
Byrom Street) to the bottom of Paradise Street . 1,033
From the Townsend Bridge to the same point
.
.
833
" Across the Pool " (from the bottom of South Castle
Street to Pluckington Point (Wapping Basin))
.
533
Width (at Cooper's Row) .
.
.
.
.
133
(at Cable Street)
......
83
(at Lord Street-Church Street) ....
67

The following easily-recognised modern sites and buildings are actually on the old water area of the Pool; Old
Haymarket, the new Mersey Tunnel entrance, the eastern
half of Whitechapel and up to Queen Square ; Bunney's,
Hope Bros., Cooper's and the Don shops ; nearly all
Paradise Street, and as far as Cleveland Square ; the
whole area round the Custom House and the docks
between it and the river.
We must also note that the old river line ran well
1 This plan is in the custody of the Land Steward. Mr. Venour made a
replica for me which I intend to deposit in the Athenaeum Library, Liverpool.
The Ordnance plan here reproduced was made from this copy.
An earlier attempt to do the same thing, on a small scale, is shown on
a " Plan of the Port of Liverpool " put in by James Bancroft of Manchester, before the Select Committee on Local Charges upon Shipping, 26
June, 1856, relating to the town dues of Liverpool. See App. 16, Plan No. 2,
Minutes of Evidence (Parl. Papers, 1856). This plan shows in green the area
of the Pool and the docks enclosed between the old high and low water marks,
occupying 353 acres in the old borough and 175 acres in Toxteth. The Pool
area is outlined upon a plan of Liverpool placed upon the glass covering
the model in the Liverpool Public Museum.
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inside the present Overhead Railway and that the Landing Stage is over 300 yards out in the river from the
old high-water mark.
The western boundary line of the old Pool mainly
follows the present boundaries between land of the Corporation and other owners, but this is not the case on
the eastern side because the Pool on that side flowed
alongside corporate property.
Now that the Pool area has been so accurately denned
it seems desirable that some permanent and visible record
of this should be made, and I suggest that the Society
should approach the Corporation with a view to the
erection of some tablets or plaques indicating the course
and boundaries of the Pool, for the benefit of future
generations. For example, one might be placed on a
building in Byrom Street, lettered " Here was the Head
of the Ancient Pool of Liverpool " and others in Lord
and Church Streets to record that " Here was the Western
(or Eastern) Bank of the Pool."
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APPENDICES
I.
AFFIDAVIT ! OF W. STATHAM AND C. OKILL TO VERIFY
CORPORATION TITLE TO SHORE IN LIVERPOOL.
(Duchy of Lancaster Records.}

W

ILLIAM STATHAM Town Clerk of Liverpool in the
County of Lancaster and CHARLES OKILL Clerk to
the Committees of the Common Council of the said Town
severally make Oath and say as follows :
And first this Deponent the said WILLIAM STATHAM saith
that the several Title Deeds of the Corporation of Liverpool
relating to their estates and property are in his custody and
that he has been intimately acquainted with the affairs and
concerns of the Corporation for upwards of twenty-one years.
That the title of the said Corporation to the Shore of the
River Mersey in Liverpool is derived from certain Letters
Patent 2 under the Great Seal of England and under the Seal
of the Duchy of Lancaster dated the gth day of September
in the 4th year of the Reign of King Charles the first (A.D.
1628) to Edward Ditchfield and others then Citizens of London
as being appurtenant to or part of the " Manor or Lordship
of Litherpool formerly parcel of the Honor of Lancaster."
That a copy of the said Letters Patent obtained from His
Majesty's Record Office in the Tower of London is now in
the possession of this Deponent and the description of the
premises in the same is in the words and figures contained in
the Paper writing marked with the Letter A Shewn to Deponent
at the time of Swearing this Affidavit and signed by him.
And this Deponent further saith that by Indenture of
Bargain and Sale 3 dated the 4th day of December 1635 the
said Manor or Lordship of Liverpool was conveyed by the
words and description contained in the said Letters Patent
1 The footnotes are not, of course, in the original document.
2 See Muir and Platt, Hist. Mun, Govt. in Liverpool, p. 362.
"Id., p. 381.
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by the said Edward Ditchfield and others to Richard the
then Lord Molyneux which Bargain and Sale is duly enrolled
in the High Court of Chancery.
And this Deponent further saith that by certain Articles of
Agreement bearing date the 2oth day of March 1672 1 Caryll
the then Lord Vise* Molyneux and Richard Molyneux his son
and John Tatlock therein named did covenant and agree to
grant convey and assure unto the Corporation of Liverpool
the said Manor or Lordship of Liverpool for a term of 1000
years under the annual rent of £"30, the original of which said
Articles of Agreement is in the possession of this Deponent.
And this Deponent further saith that by Indenture dated
the 27th day of May in the 24th year of the Reign of King
Charles the second (A.D. 1672) z the said Caryll Lord Viscount
Molyneux and John Tatlock granted and demised the said
Town and Lordship of Liverpool and all other things contained in the said Indenture of Bargain and Sale of the 4th
day of December 1635 to Lawrence Brownlowe and others
in trust for the Corporation of Liverpool for the term of
1000 years, the original of which last mentioned Indenture
is now also in the possession of this Deponent.
And this Deponent further saith that by Indenture of
Lease and Release dated the 3rd and 4th days of February
1777 3 made between Mary Johnson and others therein named
heirs at Law of the said John Tatlock and Sir Charles W.
Molyneux then Lord Vise* Molyneux and Earl of Sefton of
the one part and the Corporation of Liverpool of the other
part the Reversionary Interest in the said Town and Lordship of Liverpool with its Rights Royalties and Appurts. as
comprized in the said Letters Patent of the gtli day of September in the 4th year of the Reign of King Charles the first
was conveyed to the Corporation of Liverpool, the originals
of which last mentioned Indentures of Lease and Release
are also now in the possession of this Deponent.
And this Deponent further saith that as far back as he
can recollect the Strand or Shore of the River Mersey has
1 See Muir and Platt, Hist. Mun. Govl. in Liverpool, p. 384.
z Id., p. 385.
3 Id., p. 395, full copy in Report from Select Committee on Shipping
Charges (Liverpool), 1856, App. No. 10, p. 483.
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always been considered and treated by the Corporation of
Liverpool as the rest of their Estates and Property in the
Town without any disturbance of the enjoyment and exercise of Rights upon the same, and that from an examination
and inspection of the Leases, Title Deeds and other Documents and also of the Register Books and Record Books of
the Corporation by this Deponent, it appears that the enjoyment, rights and usage in regard to the Shore have been
uniformly exercised by the Corporation as follows (that is to
say) that from the period of the Purchase by the Corporation
of the Manor or Lordship of Liverpool hereinbefore stated
they have granted and renewed from time to time numerous
Leases of different parts of the Strand or Shore of the River
and which have been inclosed and embanked at various times
by the Corporation or their Lessees and which are particularly specified in the four plans hereunto annexed and hereinafter verified by the Deponent Charles Okill.
And this Deponent further saith that it appears by an
Entry in one of the Record Books of the Corporation that
in the year 1779 a certain part of the Strand or Shore of the
River was granted to the Officers of the Board of Ordnance
in trust for His Majesty for the erection of a Fort thereon
and which was possessed by the Government from that year
until the year 1816 when it was relinquished for the purpose
of forming part of the Dock now called the Prince's Dock
and in lieu thereof another part of the Strand or Shore was
then granted to His Majesty by the Corporation together
with three other parcels of land parts of the said Strand or
Shore, for the purposes of Batteries and that the Deed by
which the said several last mentioned parcels of land were
granted was prepared by and under the direction of the
Solicitors for the Crown.
And this Deponent further saith that in the year 1811 the
Corporation of Liverpool agreed to Lease to Henry Richmond
Esquire one of the Commissioners of His Majesty's Customs
and others a certain part of the Strand or Shore of the River
which had been embanked upon which it was then intended
to erect a Tobacco Warehouse and which was afterwards
erected and conveyed by way of Mortgage in the years 1813
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and 1815 to the said Henry Richmond and others in trust
for His Majesty for securing large sums of money to His
Majesty and which last mentioned Deeds were also prepared
by and under the directions of the Solicitors for the Crown.
And this Deponent further saith that it also appears by
the Record Books and Register Books of the Corporation of
Liverpool that the enjoyment and exercise of Rights upon
the Shore of the River Mersey within the Town and Lordship of Liverpool between the High and Low Water Mark
have existed hi the following instances since the period of
the purchase by the Corporation without interruption or disturbance, videlizet by the Granting of the Fisheries, by the
Prevention of Trespasses such as the getting of Stone Gravel
&c. &c., by acknowledgements paid in respect of such Trespasses and by Presentments of the Juries at the Courts Leet
in regard to the same, by the affixing of Boundary Stones
down to the Low Water Mark and by the Yearly Perambulation of the Boundaries, and since the adoption of Bathing
Machines by the Permission to use the same on the Shore
and the payment of Five shillings each annually to the Corporation as an acknowledgement for the permission and use
granted, and by the regular Collection of the Anchorage Toll.
And this Deponent further saith that in the several Acts
of Parliament for the construction of Docks within the Port
of Liverpool the Corporation have been expressly stated and
acknowledged by the Legislature as the Owners of those parts
of the Strand or Shore upon which the various Docks have
been from time to time constructed and which parts of the
said Strand or Shore have been accordingly given and granted
by the Corporation for the purpose. But the various embankments and enclosures specified in the plan No. 4 hereinafter alluded to by the Deponent Charles Okill were made
by the Corporation and their Lessees about the several periods
stated in such plan without any authority of Parliament and
under the accustomed exercise of the enjoyment and right
of the Corporation to the Strand or Shore.
And this Deponent the said CHARLES OKILL for himself
saith that it is one part of his duty as Clerk to the Committees of the Common Council of the said Town of Liverpool
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to enter in the general Plan of the Corporation Estate J prepared by this Deponent some years since a correct description of any land or property which may have been either
conveyed or Leased by the Corporation or surrendered to the
Corporation and also to enter from time to time in various
Register Books kept for the purpose the state of each Lease
with reference to the Lives or number of years in being and
in consequence this Deponent has become very well acquainted
with the Estates and Property of the Corporation from the
earliest period to which the several Register Books and Record
Books relate.
And this Deponent further saith that the several Plans
numbered i, 2, 3 and 4 shewn to him at the time of Swearing
this Affidavit and signed with his name were prepared by
him from the several Plans, Title Deeds, Register Books and
Record Books of the Corporation, and that the said Plans
exhibit a correct account of the property of the Corporation
situate on the Strand or Shore of the River Mersey between
the High and Low Water Mark within the Town or Lordship
of Liverpool and that the Remarks and Particulars stated
on such Plans respectively are true and correct agreeably to
the several entries in the Books, and that the figures marked
upon various Lots or Parcels of the Strand or Shore in the
Plans numbered 2 and 3 refer to entries 2 in the Record and
Register Books of Conveyances and Leases made and renewed
from time to time by the Corporation and which are the
Leases and Conveyances alluded to by the Deponent William
Statham in the former part of this Affidavit.
Sworn by the two Deponents WILLIAM
STATHAM and CHARLES OKILL at the
(Sgd) WM. STATHAM
Chambers of the Honorable MR. JUSTICE
CHAS. OKILL
BAYLEY Serj cants Inn Chancery Lane
this I4th day of April 1828
Before

JOHN BROKE GAUNT
a Commr &c.
1 See above, p. 99, 100.
- Okill's references are given in Appendices II, III and IV.
not deposited with the affidavit.
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II.
REFERENCES FOR PLAN No. 2,
one of the exhibits to the Affidavit of W. STATHAM and
C. OKILL to verify the title of the Corporation to the Shore
of Liverpool, dated i/fth April, 1828.
(Okill MS., Vol. xxi, ff. 87-9.)
PLAN ,2 LEASES OF THE WASTE OR STRAND OF LIVERPOOL,
GRANTED.
Refer- Records
[vol.
ence
and
to
folio].
Plan.

Year.

Register. 1

3
3
3
3

1707

3
3
3
3
4

6. 233
4.258

1751
1718
1708
1704
1680

5

4. 699

1695

6

4. 561

1690

1718

[Particulars.] 8

Little Meadow.
Townsend House.
The land on the south side of
the Bottom of Dale St. to
A "
James Tunstall
Spital Fields, commencing
O. 6
with the west Lot adjoining
John Cleveland
A. 2
Geo. Walker
Mr. Crosse's land.
[This lease refers to an ancient
watercourse through the
property.]
Corporation Alms Taken down about the year
Houses
1750 and removed to the
Little Heath and the site
leased to John Livesley.
A. 32 John Livesley
A. 2
Geo. Walker
do.
O.i 3 Hugh Topping
Addition from the Waste to
Joshua Fisher
Pattens Gardens.
A small corner thro' which
Great Charlotte St. was subsequently opened.
Richd. Bradley
Frosse Lake. [Petition of
Ric. Bradley for land near
the Frosse Lake, with liberty to enclose and to slutch
the Lake, provided he make
£20 improvement.]

1674 0.3
1702 j O. 5
1707 A. 2

1
2

Lessee.

Wm. Eccleston
John Douse
James Brooks

1 No Register O can be found. It may have been a Register of Con.veyances, not Leases.
2 Words in square brackets are not in the MS. but have been added after
inspection of the leases referred to.
I
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Refer- Records
[vol.
ence
and
to
folio].
Plan.

Year.

4- 566

1691

7
8
8

1725
1748

9

1744

10

1722
1722
1721
1722
1714

10
10
10
it

6. 423

1718

12

4. 121

1676

12
12

8.33
8.33

1 709
1709

1690
1710
1 700

13

13
14

15

8.34

1709

Register. 1

Lessee.

[Particulars.]

Kiln Croft.
(Between Cumberland St. and
Saml. Poole
j Derby St. [Pusey's lease
Thos. Pusey
( refers to Frog Lane.]
Derby Street, opening over
A. 24 Earl of Derby
the Corporation Waste.
\
A. 15 Saml. Poole
[Between Derby St. and
A. 14 Thos. Pusey
| Button St.
A. ii
do.
)
A. 22 John Button
Between Button /Rec. 6.358
A. 6
Josiah Poole
St. and Lord] a former
St.
1 Lease to
'.David Pool.
A. 3
Ralph William- The Ferry House called Posthorn's Cottage, 6J acres besou
tween the inclosed lands of
Lord
Molyneux.
[This
lease mentions the Kiln
Croft, and Joseph Boak's
house.]
Saml. Fazakerley Towards the Pool Bridge and
Poole's Glass house.
Edwcl. Litherland
No. 12, between Lord St. and
Thos. Ackers
Cable St. along the intended
canal. [Land at Cable St.
end, to be built in 5 years
with good houses 8 yards to
the square, to pay izd. a
yard rent, the front to be
paid for to the intended
canal.]
T. Clayton Mayoi [Between Church St. and
[ School Lane.
0. 13 John Cockshut
O. Sr. John Moore
Cable St. opening over the
waste granted for residue
of 1000 yrs. See Sr. J.
Moore's Lease of the Sea
Bank. [No. 50.]
Between
Cable
St.
and
Wm. Bibby
Thomas St. [along the intended canal and same
terms as Ackers above].
Richd. Prenton

A. 18
A. 42

1 No Register O can be found. It may have been a Register of Conveyances, not Leases.
2 Words in square brackets are not in the MS. but have been added after
inspection of the leases referred to.
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Refer- Records
[vol.
ence
and
to
folio].
Plan.
16

6.356

Year.

1714

17

1721

18

1701

19

1714

20

1739

21

1716

21

1721

22

1717

22
22
22
23
24

1723
1720
1720
1717
1715

6- 379

1700
25

4. 119

1675

1717

26

27

4. 629

1693

28

6. 353

1714

Register. 1

Lessee.

[Particulars.] '

Win. Shaw

Thos. St., opening over Corporation waste [into the new
intended street from Lord
St. end towards the Dock].
0. 26 W. & J. Shaw
Between Thomas Street and
Atherton Street.
Peter Atherton
Atherton Street opening over
the Corporation waste. The
town to build the Bridge
over the intended canal
opposite hereto.
0.5
J. Litherland
Between Atherton St. and
King St.
A. 36 R. Copland
Between King St. and Cooper's Row.
0. 3 i Wm. Basnett
Between School Lane and
Hanover St.
A. 12 John Pemberton Do.
[mentions Workhouse
Lane
and St.
Peter's
Steeple Lane.]
0.57 Aid. Coore
Between Cooper's Row and
Hanover St.
A. 21 Wm. Cleveland
do.
O.i 3 Sil: Morccroft
do. (Custom House)
0. g
Geo. Tyrer
do.
O. 19 Aid. Coore
Bottom of Duke St.
A. 7
Josiah Poole
West side of Argyle St.
(Glass House) [and south
side of Hanover St., next to
Marsh Head].
A. 4
Richd. Culcheth Road to Marsh head and the
Marsh Head.
A. 4
Richd. Jones
Nortli side Park Lane [over
1713against Mrs. Clayton's ropery] .
O. 18 Thos. Coore
Xortli side of Park Lane
Wient.
Aid. Wilhanison Between Park Lane and Mersey St. [Tewett Hey mentioned.]
General order for tenants in
Mersey St. to wall in from
the Sea and under this
order many leases were
granted.

1 No Register O can be found.
veyances, not Leases.

It may have been a Register of Con-

'* Words in square brackets arc not in the MS. but have been added after
inspection of the leases referred to.
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Refer- Records
ant] Year.
ence [vol.
and
to
folio].
Plan.
29

Register. 1

1723

A. 24

1714
1710

A. 3

31

1695

O. 28

32
33

1698
1715

0.5
O. 41

1725

A. 10

30
30

6. 353

34
35

6.378

1719
1704

35
36
37

1715

6. 16

O. 12
0. 2

1703

38

1719

A. 3

38

1720

A. 17

39

4- 891

1701

39
40

4. no

1675

41

Lessee.

[Particulars.]

Foster Cunliffe

East side of Darwin St. [and
ground on S. of Old Dock,
fronting on the South
wharf].
See No. 28.
Thos. Hurst
Part of the Strand towards
the salthouse. [West side
of Mersey St., east side of
Salthouse, next to Pluckington's gardens].
J. & T. Black- Salthouse.
burne
Wm. Pluckington Pluckington's Point.
Thos. Pattinson West side of Darwin St. to
west side of Bridge St.
Marsh & Okill
From west of Bridge St. to
the river.
Peter Hall
From Brooks Square to Pool
Lane. [Petition of Peter
Hall for all waste on N. side
of new dock, between Pool
Lane End eastwards and a
new intended street to lead
northwards along Atherton
St. end.]
Wm. Reynolds
do.
John Litherland From Pool Lane to Litherland
Alley.
Edwd.
Lither- From Litherland Alley to
land
Crooked Lane. [With land
fronting the Waterside.]
Richd. Morris
From Crooked Lane to Strand
St.
Do. [West of Mr. Norris's
Win. Carr
warehouse, on the corner of
the Strand, on the N. side of
the Wet Dock.]
Cuthbert Shar- Front to Crooked Lane.
pies
Oliver Lyme
Front to Red X Street.
Shore at front of 39 leased
to various persons between
the years 1710 and 1722.
West side of Strand St. to
Dry Dock leased to various

1 No Register O can be found. It may have been a Register of Conveyances, not Leases
2 Words in square brackets are not in the MS. but have been added after
inspection of the leases referred to.

The Pool of Liverpool.
Refer- Records
[vol.
ence
and
to
Plan folio].

Year.

1719
if>97
i675
.'[1716-

42
42
42
43

19]
44

1695

45
46

1706

47

6. 370 : 1714

48

1701

48

1711

49

io. 569

5°
51
52

1700
1700

4. 82

1672

Register. 1

Lessee.

117

[Particulars,]

persons between the years
1711 and 1722 principally
under a Grant to Aid. Steers.
A. <)
Josiali Pool
East side Sea Brow.
O. i
Kichd. Lurting
,,
O. i
Jane Wriglit
,,
,,
West side of Sea Brow leased
to five various tenants in
1716 - 1719.
Between James St. and Moor
0.3 John Gaiiiou
St.
Hugh Langford
North side of Moor St.
0. i
Encroachment at the old Custom House yard.
0. 15 Aid. Win. Squire The first dry or Graving Dock,
private property and purchased back from the owners in 1740. Records io,
33 and 48.
Mary Marshall
The Rocks at bottom of
O. 2
Water Street.
O.I 3 I. Stringer and
tt
a
others
Parish of Liver- Addition to the Old Church
Yard.
pool
Sir Cleave Moor Sea Bank.
A. 2
A. 2
do.
2 Strand of the river to low
water mark.
Co-heiresses of Opening to Red Cross Street.
Tarleton

1 No Register O can be found. It may have been a Register of Conveyances, not Leases.
3 The dotted lines on this plan are to show the limits of this grant.
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III.
REFERENCES FOR PLAN 3.
Leases of the Waste or Strand of Liverpool granted.
(Okill MSS., Vol. xxi, fo. 90.)
Refer- Records
ence to [vol. anc Year.
Plan.
folio].
53 1

10. 688

1753

Register.

Lessee.

A. in Jos. Clegg

[54]

55

1779

56

1796

ii. 153

57

The Fort

1760

58

1749

59

1749

60
61

I74y

A. 68

Jos. Bird

62

1748

A. 25

Davies and
others
do.

63

1

1748 ; A. 25

[Particulars.]

Clegg's Baths.
Strand between the Baths
and Fort, ordered to be let
to lease by auction about
the year 1756 and was
subsequently inclosed and
let by the Corporation.
Granted to the Board of
Ordnance and relinquished
by Government in 1817.
Goree there was a suit relative to this property or
Strand about the year
1750 which see in Extracts from Records, and in
the year 1 796 it was leased
out to various Tenants.
James's Street Battery, proposed to revert to the
Corp n whenever disused as
a Battery.
West side new Strand Street,
leased to various tenants
about the years 17421749Between James St. and Bird
St. Lane, leased to various
Tenants in 1749.
Bird Street to Dry Dock.
Graving Dock, now George's
D'k passage, exchanged
with the Docks in the
year 1765.
North lot of Mann's Island.
South

,,

1 The references begin at No. 53, following Nos. i to 52 on Plan. No. 2.
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Refer- Records
ence to [vol. and Year.
folio].
Plan.

Register.

Lessee.

64

65

1804

D.64

66
67

1819
1745
to
1749
1745

E. 12

Mersey and Irwell Compy
do.

A. 93

Jos. Brooks

74
75

1748

A. 42

Spencer Steers

76
77
78
79
80

1748
1748
1748
1748
1748

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

81

1715

82
83

1715
1762

Do.
A. 5
A. 105 John Black-

84
85
86
87

1762
1762

A.
A.
A.
B.

88
89

1772
1763

go

1769

68

6H
70)
7i \
[72] )

73

Qi
92

1771

10. 197

59 Thos. Ball
15 Roger Fisher
57 Rich*. Gildart
60 Jas. Bromfield
43 \ Owen Prichard

A. 5

Wm. Marsh

13 urne
Exor of Gorrell
Rich. Golightly
Wm. Pownall
Jackson and
Haddock
B. 40 John Sparling
A. 24 Nat. Kershaw
62
99
63
30

Sparling and
Bolden
1741 A. 42 Margery Heskin
1766 A. 142 Blundell
B. 30

[Particulars.]

George's Dock and Basin,
given to the Docks, see
reference.
Manchester Dock.
East side of Manchester Quay.
Nova Scotia, leased to
various tenants.
Do. and purchased back
for the Graving Docks
N». 2 and 3.
Graving Docks, belonging to
the Corporation of Liverpool, first built in 1765 and
subsequently enlarged.
Pier of No. i Graving Dock,
enclosed by and belonging
to the Corp". first in
[blank] and subsequently
enlarged.
Dry Dock, given to the
Docks see reference.
Salt House Dock do. do.
Timber Yard.
all the Lessees of
Do.
these yards had
permission to enDo.
close from the
Do.
Strand given to
Do.
them at various
Do.
times.
Duke of Bridgewater's premises.
Do.
do.
Timber Yard
subsequently
Do.
purchased for
Do.
>the King and
Do.
Queen's Dock,
Do.
I etc.
'
Do.
Old Oil house taken down
in 1792
Pitch House and vacant
ground on the south shore.
Addition from the Shore to
Duke's fields.
Do.
Fisher's field.
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Refer- Records
ence to [vol. and Year.
folio].
Plan.

Register

93

1751

A. 40

94

1676

0.5

95

1764

A. 157 John Critchley

96

1754

A, 81

Lessee.

Thos. Richardon
John Pluckington

John Gorrell

[Particulars.]

A House built on the Waste
or Strand.
That part of the Waste between the Common now
let to him and the Old
Green where the Timber
lieth.
Also the vacant piece of
Land lying at the bottom
of the field from off the
Sea Strand
Now the bottom of Tabley
St.

In 1745 the Land south of Mr. Okill's on South Shore
ordered to be leased, to be enclosed 50 yards or more from the
Sea in 3 years.
1714 Ordered that a Lease be granted to Thos. Steers of
all the waste ground on the Sea Shore between Pluckington's
Point and Duke's House or as far there as Mr. Mayor shall
think fit to set him out to Low Watermark for 3 Lives and
21 years paying 2is. per an. rent reserving a convenient road.
1759. There is no notice of the Battery in the old Church
Yard, except in this year an order is passed for the purchase
of two old Houses in Stringers Alley for the use of the fortifications. Hogs hey Nook Battery.
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IV.
No. i. PLAN OF THE POOL PREVIOUS TO AND ABOUT THE
YEAR 1670.
REFERENCES FROM THE RECORDS.
(Okill MSS. Vol. xxi. fo. 75.)
Records T
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

I. 49

3. 638
3.616

10. 403
i. 332

1.222
2. 364

3. 789

Item? referred to.

1562

Sicknians Lane belonged to the Corp", rent. 8 d .
Also mentioned in the rental of the Commons, etc., of the Corporation, tempore
Hen. 8 an. 32-1541.
1661 Now Rvrom Street Causeway to be made over
Townsencl Bridge to tbe field gate.
1655
,, Road to Everton to be made so wide that
a cart may pass.
1677 Now Fontcnoy Street Mr. Crosse's Tenant allowed
to have an opening over the Corporation
waste to his field.
1749
,, This road granted to Mr. Cross on his paying £10 to be seven yards wide.
1566 Dale Street Bridge The Earl of Derby and many
Worshipfull Knights, etc., met and received by the Mayor (John Crosse Esq r,
etc.) at the Townsend between the stone
bridge there and Mr. Mayor's hall and
proceeded from thence to the tower.
1564
,, Enquiry about the repair of the stone bridge
in the east part of this town.
1589
,, Item we order the water course shall be
clensed that runneth under the bridge
at the Townsend for that it is gone from
the right course.
1664
,, At a Common Council ordered that the
Pool bridge and bridge at the Townsend
at Dale St. shall be repaired at the
charges of this town.

1 These appear to be references to the MS. vols. of the Liverpool Town
Books, except that Okill refers for vol. I to an eighteenth-century copy.
See Twemlow, Liverpool Town Bonks, vol. i (1550-1571). I have not found
it possible to check these references.
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Records '
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

3. 139

1635

3. 191

1636

T - 79

I 559

i. 61

15-^5

3. 190

1636

3. 193
3. 326

1637
1642

I.

!5 2 7

2- Z3

I 57 I

Items referred to.

Townsc-nd Cross we order that Mr. Mayor and
the bailiffs shall cause the highway (now
Shaw's Brow) to be mended and likewise
the bridge over the Pool.
Now Shaw's Brow we order that the way of the
pavement betwixt the bridge at the
Townsend and the Townscnd Mill be well
and sufficiently mended and repaired by
the Surveyor of the wais for this town.
Now Tithbarn St. the pavement of Dale St. to
be amended and also the More Street that
leadeth betwixt the White Cross and St.
Patrick's Cross upon More Green by the
Tend Barn.
Tend Barn Anno 16 Hen. 8. The Tend Barn
is mentioned in a list of the Commons,
etc., belonging to the Corporation.
Flood Gates at Dale St. end we present Wm.
Blevin for that he hath not made a flood
gate at his Close in the Dale Street according to order fined 6s. 8d.
,, he is presented again for the same.
,, We order that John Kennidie shall scour
the water course at the Townsend and
make a flood gate.
Mr. Crosse's Capital Messuage In the rents of
the farms of St. Nicholas' lands due to
the Chapel is entered : William Crosse
for his Capital Mess 6 etc., 6s.
Mr- John Crosse, Esq., of this town made petition to Mr. Mayor and the town assembled
to have Licence that he might upon his
cost, enclose and take in a small parcel
of ground at the lower end of his heys
and closures of his land lying at his hall
and domain in this town out of the heath
and waste of Liverpool, for a new foundation of a stone wall which he meaneth

1 These appear to be references to the MS. vols. of the Liverpool Town
Books, except that Okill refers for vol. i to an eighteenth-century CQPV.
See Twemlow, Liverpool Town Books, vol. i (1550-1571). I have not found
it possible to check these references.
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Records '
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

123

Items referred to.

to devise and make there in defence of
his heys and closures of land from the
seas and full sea waters, and it was
granted to him, [etc.]
2 - 38
I 55^ Sea Side. Item, that all and every person shall
make and do neighbourhood after the
sea side anends his or their own lands.
4. 361 1684 Almshouses. David Poole has liberty to build 12
Almshouses on the waste at the end of
Dale Street.
9. 380 1733
,, An opening to be made thro' the east end
of the Corp 11 Almshouses at Dale Street
end, to make a convenient passage from
Lord St. to the Ormskirk road.
10.342) 1748
,, to be removed entirely afterwards built
396)
on the Little Heath see Perry's plan.
6. 123 1700
,, Richmonds Shaw's Brow. ^50 left for
their repair.
10. 114 1743 Great Heath. Hedges ordered to be planted and
grass plots made for the convenience of
the inhabitants to dry clothes.
11.320 1765
,, appropriated for St. John's Church see
also the Act for St. John's Church.
ii. 105 1759 Little Heath. Lease of 500 years granted for
Tatlock's Almshouses to be built on the
Little Heath.
i. 382 1567 Shooting Butts ordered for the better resort of
gentlemen to the town, that a handsome
cockfight pit be made and the butts kept
in due reperation.
Note the cockfight pit was built on the
Gallow Hill where the two mills stand on
the north side of the top of Shaw's Brow.
3. 192 1637
,, The butts to be made in the place where
4- 533 [!69o]
they have been accustomed, viz. on the
Common.
6. 115 1706
,, The situation particularly described in a
grant of a lease of the Land holes (a field
on the east side of Lime St.) to the then
Mayor, Wm. Webster.
1 Ibid.
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Records '
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

1568

2. 273

1583

4. 258

1680

3. 135

1634

4. 561

1690

4. 99

1675

4. 563

1691

ii. 314

1764

I - 37

J54 1

2.924

1622

3.887

1668

Items referred to.

Fall Well a presentment for washing wool at the
Fall Well whereby the well used by the
inhabitants of the town is corrupted.
,, it is agreed that no person or persons shall
wash any yarn at the common well called
the Fall well ordered to be cleansed.
Note : it has been said that Mr. Roe's house
in Queen Square is yet supplied with
water by a tunnel from this well.
Patten's Garden leased to Joshua Fisher. The
small corner where Great Charlotte St.
is cut thro".
Frosse Lake we present Wm Rose for washing
skins and stopping the gutter between
Fall Well and the Flosse [sic] Lake.
,, Rich'1 Bradley petitions for a lease of some
land adjoining the Flosse Lake and to
sludge the Flosse Lake.
Rope Walks, now St. John's Market. Wm.
Bushell has a lease granted him of a
spinning place.
,, a lease of a spinning place renewed to Thos.
Baxter.
Site of Williamson Square proposed for a market
place by the lessees, it is ordered that
when they have filled up the swamp in
the land adjoining Frog Lane, etc., the
Council is ready to comply with their
former order.
Site of Lord Street Bridge subsequently we find
that there is a way thro' the Heys down
to the Pool and so to the Heath. Anno
32, Hen. 8' h .
,, we present Ralph Mercer Butcher for keeping his Steele (Stile) unrepaired between
the Heath and the Castle Hey.
Lord Street Bridge first notice of Lord Molyneux'
intention to build a bridge over some part

1 These appear to be references to the MS. vols. of the Liverpool Town
Books, except that Okill refers for vol. i to an eighteenth-century copy.
See Twemlow, Liverpool Town Books, vol. i (1550-1571). I have not found
it possible to check these references.
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Records '
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

4. 106

1675

4. 165
4.285

1677
1681
1700

6. 423

1718

6. 423

1718
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Items referred to.

of the Pool or Current from the Pool
Bridge upon the Waste or Common of
Liverpool without the consent of the
Mayor, etc. ordered if any foundation
be laid the same to be obstructed pulled
down and laid waste and any suit hereon
to be defended. Notice of the Suit on
fol. 895, 909, 911. Notice of the pulling
down of the bridge and that Lord M.
was non-suited at Lancaster Assizes, fol.
927. These differences were mutually
arranged 1671 and Lord Molyneux took
a Lease of Liberty to build a bridge paying 2 d per an. ground rent, which lease is
now with the title to the Lordship.
Lord Street a foot causeway ordered to be made
between Castle Street end and the Lord
Molyneux Street.
,, called. Lord Molinex Street.
,,
,,
Molyneux Street.
Cable Street, In the agreement for the lease for
the residue of 1000 years of the Sea Bank
[No. 51 of Plan 2] a road was granted to
Sir John Moore over the Corporation
waste from Cable Street.
Whitechapel called Frog Lane in the lease of
1722. It does not appear when it was
paved. In 1749 in Williamson's lease
there is a reservation of so much as may
be required for enlarging the highway at
the west end of their fields, running from
Lord St. to the passage to the Rope walks
as the same is now hedged, ditched and
fenced out.
Posthcn's or Joseph lioak's house a small house
and garden at the bottom of Church St.
added to R. Williamson's lease, Posthen
having no right term or interest therein.
It was most probably the Ferryhouse in
early times.
1 Ibid.
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Records '
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

6. 245

1709

6. 252

,,

6. 465

1721

4. 894

1701

3. 161

1635

3. 494
3.622
3. 726

1653
1655
1661

3.748

1663

4. 198

1679

4. 435

1685

Items referred to.

Cable Street and Common Shore. Wni Bibby
petitions for a lease of ground along the
intended canal between Cable St. end
and Thomas Streetend.
,, Thos. Ackers has a similar grant on the
other side of Cable St.
Common Shore, now Paradise Street. The road
from Lord Street to the Glasshouse
ordered that the Corp" lay gravel on the
Common Shore to make the way passable
from Lord St. end to the Glasshouse
6. 448 called Shore Ditch.
Thomas St. Wm Shaw has a lease of a road
over the waste granted to him.
Atherton Street. Peter Atherton has a lease of a
road granted to him from Atherton Street
to Common Shore the town to build the
bridge over the intended canal.
Pool Bridge ordered that a bridge where the
sluices are, shall be made at the Pool
upon the south side of the town in some
convenient place there and that a key
and harbour be made there for the succour of shipping within this town.
,, the new bridge is mentioned.
,, ordered to be amended, being in decay.
,, do. and the men of Toxtcth Park to assist
with their teams.
,, the streets of the town being much decayed
and abused by carts laden with coals and
mugs to be transported abroad, ordered
that earts for the future are to pass over
the Pool Bridge to the water side and
the Water St. end.
,, the battlements of the Pool Bridge ordered
to be raised.
,, Bridge ordered to be repaired.

1 These appear to he references to the MS. vols. of the Liverpool Town
Books, except that Okill refers for vol. i to an eighteenth-century copy.
See Twenilow, Liverpool Tou-n Books, vol. i (1550-1571). I have not found
it possible to check these references.
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Records '
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

4. 49

1675

i.

I 54 I

1. 116

1561

2. 32

1572

2. 39

,,

2.522

1592

3. 161

1635

4. 13

1671

3. 513

1592

3. 651

1657

3. 880

1668

4. 423

1685
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Items referred to.

Pool Bridge particulars of the site ordered that
S. Fazakerly have 6 acres or more of the
waste of the ground in the valley between
the Lord St., Bridge St. and the Pool
Bridge at 405. per acre, lying between the
said bridge and from the enclosed lands
of the Lord Molyneux and Mr. Moor and
others east to the east end of Mr. Jervon's field and the little close southeast from the Pool Bridge.
Sea Lake anno 32. Hen. 8 th the Sea Lake not
to be misused.
,, particulars of building a new Haven or
Quay, the old one having been destroyed
by a storm.
,, a wain load of gravel for every ton of shipping to be carried out of the Sea Lake
along by the Kaygh of this town.
,, this day an order was made for the cleansing of the Sea Lake by the Kaygh.
if ballast be thrown into the Sea Lake 35. 4d.
fine to be paid, to go to the repair of the
key.
Key and Harbour. It is ordered that a key and
harbour be made near the intended Pool
Bridge where the sluices are ordered, that
there shall be a key built at the Pool
according to the discretion of the Mayor.
,, the key to be repaired and the great stones
lying at the lower end of the Gut to be
carried unto the said key for the repair
thereof.
Pool House belonging to Mr. Moor (so called)
rented at 205. per an. for a House of
Correction for the poor.
,, the Burgage rent of this house is stated
at 6<i.
,, Edw'1 Moor presented for encroaching on
the town's land in Pool Lane.
Pool Lane ordered to be paved, every man to
1 Ibid.
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Records '
[vol. and
f olio].

4. 653

4-(855
(.915

4. 425

6. 274
4. 82

6. 465
3- 955

4. 82

3. 880

J - 3°

The Pool of Liverpool.
Year.

Items referred to.

pave to the middle of the street opposite
his own premises.
1693 Pool Lane Wm Clayton proposes to build a
bridge over against the Park Lane end
on condition of his having some land
over the Pool granted to him.
1699 North side of the Pool. 6d - per ton to be paid
for liberty to build vessels on the Corporation waste.
1693
,, Liberty given to build a vessel on the north
side of the Pool.
1685
,, no Cock Boat to be built in the streets and
no vessel to be set on the stocks on the
north side of the Pool.
1683
,, the waste land between Pool Lane and Mr.
Syme's ordered to be viewed.
1709
,, In the list of streets for the Inspectors of
Inmates, this is called the Waterside.
1674 Strand Street ordered that a survey be made of
a way from Tarleton's field (Red X
Street) to the sea side and Pool Lane
on the town's waste.
1721 Benn's Garden called Mr. Benn's new street.
1671 Red Cross Street Richd Lurting to have some
of the waste at the bottom of Tarleton's
Field towards the sea.
1675
,, an opening of 12 yards part of the waste
at the sea side granted to the co heiresses
of Tarleton, over against their land for
their intended street (Red X Street) to
the sea side.
1668 James Street road or highway going towards the
waterside from the Castle Hill thro' the
fields.
I 558 Custom house copy of a Letter addressed to the
Customer, Comptroller and Searcher of
the Town and Pool of Liverpool.

1 These appear to bo, references to the MS. vols. of the Liverpool Town
Hooks, except that Okill refers for vol. i to an eighteenth-century copy.
See Twcmlow, Liverpool Town Books, vol. i (1550-1571). I have not found
it possible to check these references.
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Records l
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

II

2 - 53

J 573

6. 15

1703

6. 372
! 37°

1714
J 566

3. 699

1659

4.672

1694

6. 166
3. 412

1704
1646

3. 905

1666

i. 301

1565

3. 747

1663

lo. 401

1749

4. 363

1688
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Items referred to.

Custom house Port Town of Liverpool and the
Queen's Majestie's Customhouse theare
(situation not stated).
.. A gateway proposed to be made into the
Customhouse yard (bottom of Water
Street and Goree) by Aid. Moorcroft.
,, still at bottom of Water Street.
Castle. " your Majesty hath a Castle there "
(Liverpool).
,, Cart way ordered on the west side of the
Castle.
> that the Lord Molyneux be discoursed about
a lease of the Castle in order to prevent
ill people and necessitous (under that
subterfuge) to become at last inhabitants
of and a charge to the town.
,, Lease granted to the Corporation.
Water Street called Bancke Street.
,, ordered to be paved the carters to lode
the stones of the sand and to be done
at the rate of i<i- per square yard.
Rocks at the bottom of Water Street. Lord Derby
claims the shore to the westward of the
town which is refused by the Corp" as
they cannot deliver the possession without betraying the rights of the Corp". ;
subsequently leased by the Corp"., see
plan 2.
Old Church Yard the walls of the chapel yard
washed down in a storm.
,, the freemen as well resident as non-residents to be assessed for the necessary
repairs of this Chapel and for preserving
of the same from the storms and flowings
of the sea.
,, the parish have liberty to enclose and take
in the Strand before the old churchyard.
Chapel Street presentment for suffering a vessel
to lie at the bottom of Chapel Street to
the disturbance of carters, etc.
1 Ibid.
K
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Records *
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

10. 569

Items referred to.

1752

Old Church Yard grant of the lease of the
addition from the Strand.
,, used as a battery.
2.12
1571
,, road by the tower foot now Stringers Ally.
I. 184 1563 Lime Stone Perch mentioned as the Pole.
! 383 1567
,, called the Mayre Stake.
2 - 54
JS? 2
opposite Water Street a piece of timber
or large ashler stone to be set up.
,, there are many orders for the removal of
this Pole to the northward and in the
year 1750 as follows
10. 416 1750
,, ordered to be set up in the accustomed
place.
11. 239 1762
,, opposite the New Quay.
i. 159 1562 Sea Bank, leased by the Corporation at 6 d - per an.
4. 21
1672
,, Sir Edward Moor was ordered to be interrupted in building a wall on the sea bank
which was done and part of the wall
pulled down and after various discussions
the matter came to trial and from an
entry in the audit of 1679, it may be presumed the Corpn gained a verdict the
entry is, " Costs recovered at Lancaster
against Sir Ed Moore etc ^16."
1700
was leased to the Moors for the residue of
1000 years.
3. 617 1655 Wreck presentment for suffering the wreck of a
vessel to lie below the full sea mark to
the danger of shipping to be taken up
and converted to the use of the town,
being adjudged to be lawfull wreck.
South side of the Pool.
2 - J 79 I 57^ Marsh head. No Flax tc be laid in the water at
the Marsh head.
2. 443 1593
,, presentment for this offence.
Hanover Street speaking of the water course
from the Mosslake, [Sir Ed.] Moore says
(anno 1667) " there is no water course so
1 These appear to be references to the MS. vols. of the Liverpool Town
Books, except that Okill refers for vol. i to an eighteenth-century copy.
See Twemlow, Liverpool Town Books, vol. i (1550-1571). I have not found
it possible to check these references.
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Records J
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

131

Items referred to.

convenient or about the town for seinners dyers and other such traders as this
is, which makes the continual water
stream which runs down the Gout to the
Pool Bridge. All the town is worth cannot procure a stream to cleanse the Pool
as aforesaid."
4. 412 1685 Park Lane we order that a fair way be made
to the Park Gate between the new enclosures.
4- 333 1683 Cabins Liberty given to W. Williamson and
Thos. Webster each to build a cabin on
the waste land, south side of the Pool.
3. 494 1650 Commons. All the Commons which lie between
the sea side and the road leading to the
Park Gate westward, unto the New
Bridge (Pool Bridge) or the Bowling
Green shall be improved and inclosed.
3. 603 1665
,, a list of persons who took Commons to be
enclosed.
4. 328 1683
,, valuation of the Commons Land from
^4 155. to £5 los. per acre and a ground
rent is. per acre.
3. 518 1650
,, common at south side of the Pool leased
to the then Mayor at 305. per acre for
31 years and is. per acre ground rent.
1714 Mersey Street the Mersey Street tenants allowed
to wall in from the sea 100 yards to the
westward.
6. 699 1695 Salt House leased to Blackburnc too yards in
length from Pluckington's field upon the
sea coast.
4. 559 1690 Pluckington's Point. Pluckington petitions concerning the Bank washing away near his
house and desires the town to pay some
proportion of the expence to be incurred
in repairing it to prevent the falling
down of his house. Pluckington to
secure the same himself, see page [fo.]
5C51 Ibid.
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[vol. and
folio].
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Year.

2. 178

1578

3. 839

1667

I. 279

1565

i. 43

1541

x - 79
n. 24
* 79

I 559
1757
: 559

3. 139
1. 295

1635
1565

2. 739
i. 80

1559

i. 315

1565

i. 14

1555

Items referred to.

Nabbe beyond the Pool there shall be a gun appointed at the most convenient place
about Nabbe beyond the Pool.
Duke's fields. T. Duke acknowledges that he
holds the Duke's fields (now lower end
of Bridgwater St.) from the Corporation
at will under a bargain made with John
Sturzaker about n years before.
Aterpole (quere Otterspool) " which ships at this
present be laid in dock within Aterpole "
High Cross. Proclamation to be made at the
Cross.
,, the general Market place.
,, ordered that a handsome building for a
Town Hall or Exchange shall be built at
the High Cross in Liverpool and the same
set upon pillars and forthwith to be set
out. This taken down in being insecure.
White Cross.
,, ordered to be removed entirely.
St- Patrick's Cross on the More Green, subsequently called St. Patrick's Hill.
Townsend Cross bottom of Shaws Brow.
Mylne St. quondam Peppard St. now Old Hall
St.
Mordyke house.
The Prison situate in Castle St. or Derby Square
leased in 1734 to Henry Winstanly
and taken down for improvements in
1786.
Householders 138 Householders and cottagers
and also a list of the vessels belonging to
the Port, viz. 12, tonnage 226.
Original Town Hall was in Jugler St. nearly about
where Keel's shop now is and was leased
in 1675 to Peter Atherton, formerly called
the common Hall or Lady Hall.

1 These appear to be references to the MS. vols. of the Liverpool Town
Books, except that Okill refers for vol. i to an eighteenth-century copy.
See Twemlow, Liverpool Town Books, vol. i (1550-1571). I have not found
it possible to check these references.
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The Insignificance of Liverpool previous to 1600 is fully
evinced from the following extracts :
Records '
[vol. and
folio].
Year.

! 369

2. 234

2. 263

Items referred to.

1567

In the copy of Ralph Sekerston's petition to the
Queen to exempt Liverpool from the payment of ship money he calls it " Her
Grace's decayed Town of Liverpool and
desires her Highness to have respect in
what Estate her said Town is " and begs
her to take the Town under her governance " and your Grace shall have our
Charter "
and further requests her
Majesty for her own sake " not to suffer
us to be' utterly cast away in your Grace's
time but relieve us like a Mother."
1581 The Secretary Walsingham's Letter to Earl of
Derby : it is stated that in respect to the
great number of retailers in Liverpool and
the smallest number or none at all there
that are mere merchants etc. signified
to your Lordship as the chief person in
those parts and patron of that poor town.
1583 The Mayor writing to the Member of Parliament
just elected says " and as \ve are poor to
perform any reward so I trust you shall
not find us importunate to encroach upon
your travail, though our necessity be great
and our relief in many cases very requisite to be relieved, yet our poverty enforceth us to seek no further as yet."
1 Ibid.
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V.
CHARLES OKILL, F.S.A.
CHARLES OKILL, whose work on the Pool has been described
in this paper, was a son of John Okill, a Liverpool merchant
who died in 1817. This John Okill was a grandson of Peter
Okill of Burtonwood and a nephew of John Okill, a Liverpool shipbuilder and timber merchant, himself a son of Peter
by a first wife. 1 Charles Okill appears to have been born
about 1779 and twenty years later was employed in the
sugar-house of Messrs. Wakefield & Okill in Preeson's Row,
Liverpool, between James Street and Redcross Street. In
May of 1799 a great fire took place in the factory, and it was
burnt down. A scarce local print, engraved by W. Green
after J. Fernel, shows a view of Castle Street while this fire
was in progress. Thomas Baines, the writer of a History of
Liverpool (1852), knew Charles Okill well and states that this
private misfortune had the effect of securing to the Corporation of Liverpool the services of Okill, " a man whose unwearied industry and great knowledge of local and national
antiquities enabled him to place the title of the corporation
to its estates in much clearer light than it was ever before.
The mass of evidence which he collected from the national
records and from the muniments of ancient Lancashire families
extends over a period of seven hundred years and forms a
noble monument of his persevering industry and historical
sagacity." 2
Okill, whose valuable work deserves a fuller notice than
can be given here, was appointed by the Corporation in 1816
to examine the treasurer's books. In 1824 he was made
Clerk of the Committees (a new office) at a salary of £500,
raised in 1828 to £600, in 1836 to £700, and finally in 1840
to £900 a year. Baines' statements were corroborated by
that of Wm. Shuttleworth the Town Clerk, in his evidence,
given in 1856 at the Town Dues Inquiry before the Committee
1 For pedigree, see my notes in the Cheshire Sheaf, III, vol. 9, pp. 9 and
12, and vol. 12, p. 33.
* Baines, op. cit., p. 506 see also pp. 635, 639, 679.
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on Local Charges on Shipping, 1 to the effect that Okill had
discovered the corporation title after the famous local case
of the Corporation v. Balton and others in 1831, at which
Okill gave important evidence upon the right of the town to
the dues.
It is not generally known that Okill was elected a Fellow
of the Society of Antiquaries of London on 24 March 1831.
Something about his great MS. collections (in many volumes,
now in the Town Clerk's Office) of copies of local documents
will be found in vol. 49 of the Transactions at p. 81. These
volumes were purchased after his death for £800. They still
remain to be properly examined and calendared by a competent hand.
Further references to, and appreciations of, Okill's work
will be found in Touzeau, Rise and Progress of Liverpool,
pp. 791, 812, 839 and 856, and especially in Prof. Twemlow's
Liverpool Town Books, vol. I, pp. clxiv-v.
Okill died on 15 June, 1847, at his house at Childwall and
was buried in the church there. There is a tablet to his
memory.
1 See Minutes of Evidence, Select Committee Local Charges on Shipping,
1856 ; evidence of Wm. Shuttleworth, question 3886. A previous town clerk
had also given Okill the credit of discovering the true title. (Printed Report
of Inquiry by the Municipal Corporations Coinrs. ou the Corporation of Liverpool, Liverpool [c. 1835], p. 488.) Okill, however, seems to have known
the title by 1828 at least.

